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Introduction:

The KeyWiz USB Config app was designed so that virtually no external documentation should be
necessary.  It is entirely Trackball/Mouse driven and workflow is very intuitive. The help window at the
top-center of the interface will show the function of each button or interface element, as the mouse
cursor passes over it. This very handy for new users, but will quickly become unnecessary, as the
user begins to use the software, except for the occasional reminder.

But the following is provided for those who, like us, prefer to have some documentation of features
and tips, to make sure that the software is being used to it’s fullest potential. That stated, it is strongly
recommended that you experiment with the software before diving too deep into this manual. Things
are explained in excruciating detail here, and can make the software seem far more complicated and
intimidating than it is in reality.

The image below shows the main screen as it is displayed when the software is loaded. A compatible
KeyWiz USB device must already be plugged into the PC, and the appropriate OS drivers loaded for
the software to start. The software has been tested with many versions of Windows, and should be
fully compatible with versions Windows 2k through Windows 10.



Installation:

The KeyWiz USB Config app does not require installation. Simply unpack the files to a folder of your
choosing somewhere on one of your drives. Do not manually modify or remove any of the files included in
the package, or the software may no longer work and you may lose your custom keysets. If a shortcut is
made to launch the software from the desktop, be sure to set the properties of the shortcut to run the
software from the folder you created for it.

Interface and Functions:
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1: Write EEPROM - Clicking on this button will write the current set to the on-chip EEPROM. This is semi-
permanent and remains active between power cycles or if disconnected and reconnected to a different
PC. The keyset programmed to EEPROM will remain active until re-programmed again through this
function. This function should be used sparingly, as writes are limited to ~100,000 cycles. For temporary
keyset definitions, the “Upload” button should be used, as it’s usage is unlimited.

: Save the keyset uploaded to EEPROM in Slot #1, so you will always have a reference for the keyset
saved to your EEPROM, and do so every time it is modified.

2: Mode Button - Clicking on this button changes from the default “File Load” function to “File SAVE”.
This has been made simple to observe, as the text will change and the color of the buttons will turn to
RED.

: If you accidentally click this button, do click on any of the Slot # buttons. Just click it again and it
will toggle the function back to the “File Load” function, which will be indicated by the buttons turning back
to green.

TIP

TIP not



3: File Slots - Clicking any one of these 16 buttons will either LOAD the keyset previously saved to the
selected slot, or SAVE the current keyset in memory to the selected slot, depending entirely on the current
status of the MODE button (See item 2). Caution should be used with these buttons, as there are no
confirmation screens for the sake of programming expediency. When in the LOAD mode (green colored
buttons) the keyset associated with that slot will be immediately loaded into system memory for
modification, and will overwrite any unsaved changes. When in the SAVE mode, the current set in
memory will be immediately saved into the clicked upon slot, overwriting anything which was in that slot
prior.

: Keysets can easily be copied between slots for when only minor changes are required for different
applications. To do so, just LOAD the desired source keyset, click the MODE button and then SAVE to the
target slot.

4: Connection Status Window - Whenever the software is started, or some function is used to
communicate with the hardware, this screen will change from the KeyWiz USB logo to either “Succeeded
:)” or “Failed :(”. If you see the failed screen when attempting to perform a hardware function, save your
work into one of the slots and exit the software. Then, make sure the KeyWiz USB interface is properly
connected before starting the software again. This is usually due to the interface being disconnected
while the software is running, so this should be avoided.

5: Quick Help Window - Hovering over any interface element with the mouse cursor, will cause the text in
this window to change to a quick helping guide which shows the function of that element. If you ever
forget what an element does, just turn your attention to this window.

6: Shazaaam! Definition Window - Hovering the mouse pointer over any input on the graphical KeyWiz
USB interface will show the key or function which will be output to the PC, when the Shazaaam! button is
held down and the selected input is activated through button press or joystick movement.

7: Normal Definition Window - Hovering the mouse pointer over any input on the graphical KeyWiz USB
interface will show the key or function which will be output to the PC when the selected input is activated
through button press or joystick movement without the Shazaaam! button being depressed.

8: Input Indicator and Selection - This is an important one, as this is the “jump point” for where most of
your time will be spent when designing your keyset. Simply passing the mouse pointer over an input will
select that input, allowing you to see it’s Shazaaam! and Normal definitions (items 6 and 7.) Clicking on
any input (other than the Shazaaam! input) will activate a “fly-in” graphical keyboard. A Left-click on the
input allows you to associate a Normal key (or function) with that input, while a Right-click will allow you to
associate a key (or function) to be sent when both Shazaaam! and that input are activated (think Shift key
on your regular keyboard.)

#1: If you bring up the keyboard by mistake, or left-click instead of right (or vice versa) just hit the
“CANCEL” button and the keyboard will exit, leaving the previous definition unchanged.

#2: While special keys like “Print Screen”, “Caps Lock”, “Scroll Lock” and “Pause/Break” are
represented and are available for special use cases, you should probably avoid using these unless they
are specifically known to be compatible with your intended application.

#3: Clicking on the Volume Up, Volume Down and Mute icons will assign those functions to any input,
including Shazaaam! combos.
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#4:  If you should forget which input you are modifying and/or whether you are changing the
Normal or Shazaaam! definition, that information is conveniently displayed for you at the upper left
area of the keyboard screen.

9:  EXIT - Just as the name would imply, this button exits the software. Again, no nuisance
confirmation screens are shown, so make sure you have saved all of your work before you hit this
button.

10:  Upload - This will dump the current set in memory to SRAM on the KeyWiz USB interface. This
is similar to the EEPROM button, but the changes made on the hardware will only remain active until
power is cycled, the device is disconnected from the PC or a different set is uploaded. The next time
power is applied, it will use the set saved to the on-chip EEPROM.  If you will be changing keysets on
a regular basis to suit different applications, this is the function you should use.

: You can automate the process of uploading a keyset from one of the slots by simply adding the
slot number to the command line which starts the software.  It will quietly upload the specified keyset
and exit. This is very handy for batch files which load the required keyset and then launch the
application for which it was designed.

11:  Firmware - This will normally not be visible, unless a valid firmware update file is present.  It is
currently a placeholder for possible future use.

12: Test Mode - This will activate a simple “fly-in” screen which can be used to test your installation
and verify that the controls output the expected keys.  Note that some “non-printing” definitions may
not show (TAB) but will still be working, and others, like Enter and ESC, may also make the Windows
“Bell” sound when the key definitions are being displayed. This is a simple test screen and will be
refined later as time allows.

13: Text List - This is a very useful function which displays the current keyset in memory in a
formatted text window.  Each input will show the associated key outputs for both Normal and
Shazaaam!. This will allow you to cut and paste from the window to your favorite text editor to make
a printable list of assignments for all inputs.  It’s also very handy for a quick inspection of all
definitions as the keyset is being created.

14:  De-Bounce Intensity - We all know that too much De-bounce can cause sluggish switch
response, and too little can result in multiple unintended actuations, all dependant upon switch type,
condition and application.  Well, if you didn’t know that, you do now. That’s the purpose of this
adjustment slider. This feature places the power in your hands to make input actuations as sensitive
or accurate as possible. This value is also saved as part of your keyset and is uploaded to the
KeyWiz USB when using the EEPROM or Upload functions.

TIP #1: Always start at the lowest setting, which provides the fastest response.  Only adjust this
setting if your controls are exhibiting multiple actuations when they should not be, and your switches
have been examined, adjusted, cleaned or replaced as necessary.  Only then should this value be set
higher, and then only by small amounts with testing after each adjustment.

TIP #2: This function is especially useful for non-human actuated switches, or for applications where
the need for very accurate actuation outweighs that of quick response times. A Skee-Ball-type
machine where balls activate scoring or slower input applications, such as jukeboxes or machine
control, are ideal candidates for somewhat higher than minimal de-bounce values.


